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stanza VT. — James. — You had changed " garner-house profound,"
which. I think quite admirable, to "garner under ground," which I
think quite otherways. I have presumed not to make the change —
must I?
Scott. — I acquiesce, hut with doubts; profound sounds affected.
stanza VHI. — " The deadly tug of war at length
Must limits find in human strength,
And cease when these are passed.
Vain hope ! " etc.
James. — I must needs repeat, that the deadly tug did cease in the case
supposed. It lasted long — very long j hut, when the limits of resistance,
of human strength, were past — that is, after they had fought for ten
hours, then the deadly tug did cease. Therefore the " hope " was not
" Tain."
Scott.—I answer, it did not,—"because the observation relates to the
strength of those actually engaged, and when their strength was exhausted,
other squadrons were "brought up. Suppose you saw two lawyers scolding
at the bar, you might say this must have an end — human lungs cannot
hold out — but, if the debate were continued by the senior counsel, your
well-grounded expectations would be disappointed — " Cousin, thou wert
not wont to be so dull! " —
ibid. — " Nor ceased the intermitted shot."
James. — Mr. Erskine contends that " intermitted " is redundant.
Scott. — "Nor ceased the storm of shell and shot.1'
stanza X. — "	Never shall our country say
We gave one inch of ground away,
When battling for her right."
James. — In conflict ?
John B. — Warring ?   I am afraid battling must stand.
Scott. — All worse than the text.
stanza XI.— " Peal'd wildly the imperial name."
James. — I submit with diffidence whether this be not a somewhat tame
conclusion to so very animated a stanza ? And, at any rate, you will observe,
that as it stands, you have no rhyme whatever to " The Cohort eagles fly"
— You have no rhyme to fly. Flew and fly, also, are perhaps too near,
considering that each word closes a line of the same sort. I don't well
like " Thus in a torrent," either. If it were, " In one broad torrent," etc.,
it strikes me that it would be more spirited.
Scott — Granted as to most of these observations — Read, " in one dark
torrent broad and strong," etc. — The " imperial name " is true, therefore
must stand.
stanza XII. — " Nor was one forward footstep stopped."
James. — This staggering word was intended, I presume, but I don't
like it.

